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Call of Duty: The Sterling Nobility of Robert E. Lee, edited by George Grant. 

Cumberland House: Nashville, TN. 1997. [80 Quotes & The Lessons of Leadership 

from Robert E. Lee selected by Doug Nichols.] 

1. Lee Was Authentic. 

Samuel Johnson once quipped, “Any man honored by both his enemies and his 

compatriots is a man worthy of our closest attentions--for in him you may be sure to 

find authenticity. After all, authenticity is the rarest of all human traits.” [no page 

number] 

2. Great Man, a Stalwart, and a Sterling Leader. 

But somehow General Lee has escaped all such carping and bickering. Though the war 

he fought in, the cause he fought for, the men he thought with, and the nation he fought 

to defend are all subsumed in intractable controversy, there is clear consensus when it 

comes to him: he was a great man, a proven stalwart, and a leader of sterling nobility. 

No ifs, ands, or butts about it. [no page number] 

3. A True Gentleman. 

Truly, for anyone who knows Robert E Lee, the term “gentleman” comes immediately 

to mind. Fully the term encompassed diligence, respect for authority, honorable 

conduct, and faith in Almighty God. Lee manifested these qualities to a degree equaled 

by few men in history. [no page number] 

4. He Knew He Was Insufficient. 

The value of studying the life of Robert E Lee lies in seeing that he was in one profound 

way no different from every other person who comes into the world. Lee described 

himself in these words: “I am a poor sinner, trusting in Christ alone for salvation.” It 

was this awareness of his own insufficiency and of his need for the grace and mercy of 

God that formed the foundation of his extraordinary character. [no page number] 

5. The Call of Duty. 

As in the lives of all persons, Lee's essence was to be found not in what he said, but in 

what he did. There were dimensions to Lee, but his life was one long response to 

whatever struck him as being the call of duty. -- Charles Bracelen Flood [no page 

number] 

6. Obedience. 

You cannot be a true man until you learn to obey. R. E. Lee [page 39] 
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7. Not Perfect. 

Success is not always dependent upon perfection. Sometimes success comes to the one 

who makes fewer mistakes than the other fellow. [Page 46] 

8. Not a Complainer. 

Work goes best when one does it heartily and faithfully without complaint. [Page 54] 

9. Looking toward the Task. 

An essential quality of a great leader is the ability to lead men whose perspectives on 

life are different from his own. [Page 54] 

10. Godly and Noble. 

The Southern ideal of a gentleman was a composite of that godliness and nobility one 

finds in the heroes of Scripture and history. A gentleman was to be bold without 

becoming insensitive; courageous without forgetting to be gentle; principled without 

becoming stubbornly inflexible; passionate but not fanatical; courteous but not 

hypocritical; chivalrous but never inappropriately familiar with ladies. [Page 56] 

11. Making Decisions as Situations Warranted. 

The demands of battle require officers who are able to make adjustments to fit the 

changing situations facing their men. It was Scott's view that officers ought to be 

trusted in this regard rather than to be locked into a detailed plan that pretends to 

anticipate all the vicissitudes of the battlefield. Lee would later follow this same 

procedure, some would say to the injury of the Southern forces. [Page 63] 

12. A Man of Prayer. 

He became more aware of his own sins and failures if a man before God and in his 

earthly responsibilities. Writing to his wife on April 25th, 1847, he stated: 

“This morning I attended the Episcopal service within the fort… The minister was Mr 

McCarty, the chaplain of the Second Brigade, First Division. Many officers and soldiers 

were grouped around. I endeavored to give thanks to our Heavenly Father for all his 

mercies to me, or his preservation of me through all the dangers I have passed, and all 

the blessings which he has the stowed upon me, for I know I fall far short of my 

obligations.” [Page 63-64] 

13. Knew the Lord at an Early Age. 

There was no spectacular “conversion” experience for Lee. He had, rather, and 

increasingly strong attraction to the Savior whom he had known of from his youth. 
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From the time of his confirmation, his faith and devotion to Christ became more overt 

and increasingly the dominant aspect of his life. [Page 68] 

14. Misfortune. 

Misfortune nobly born is good fortune. (…one of Lee's favorite sayings, from The 

Meditations of Marcus Aurelius) [Page 73] 

15. Doing One’s Duty. 

“I did only what my duty demanded. I could have taken no other course without 

dishonor.”--R. E. Lee. [Page 90] 

16. The Character of the Civil War Changed with the Emancipation 

Proclamation. 

On September 22, five days after the battle of Antietam, Lincoln called his cabinet into 

session and announced his plan to issue the Emancipation Proclamation. This was a 

brilliant political move, though it brought no practical benefits to the slaves themselves. 

The Proclamation freed no slaves in the north, or in the border states, or in those 

sections of South under Union control. It only proclaimed the freedom of the slaves 

who lived in those parts of the South where Lincoln's authority was not recognized. 

Though impotent in regard to its stated object, it bore much fruit in the political 

sphere. He gave the nations of Europe another reason to hesitate in their consideration 

of Southern support. It also had the deadly effect of changing the purpose of the war 

effort from an effort to preserve the Union to one of subjugation and destruction of the 

South. Lincoln told the official of the Interior Department after the publication of the 

Proclamation: “[T]he character of the war will be changed. It will be one of 

subjugation... The [old] South is to be destroyed and replaced by new propositions and 

ideas.” [Page 103] 

17. Stonewall Jackson’s Character. 

“Great and good” were the words that he resorted to over and over again to describe 

Stonewall. “I had such implicit confidence in Jackson’s skill and energy that I never 

troubled myself to give him detailed instructions. The most general suggestions were 

all that he needed.” [Page 106] 

18. Lee Took All the Blame. 

There were no recriminations upon the men who had failed so signally, no blame 

shifting, no effort to clear himself of the responsibility that commanding general has 

for the army. Ewell had been indecisive, Longstreet had been insubordinate, and Stuart 

had been absent, yet Lee still felt the responsibility for the failure was his. Lee 

understood both the privileges and the responsibility of headship. Though the blame 
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was not his, the responsibility was, because part of the responsibility of a general is to 

know your subordinates, and to see to it that orders are obeyed. Consequently, the 

burden of the failure fell upon him and no one else. [Page 116] 

19. High Morale in Lee’s Army. 

The fact of the army maintained is high morale after the defeat at Gettysburg may be 

attributed to two not altogether unrelated factors: 1) the great revival of the winter of 

1863-64, and 2) the example of its commanding general. [Page 119] 

20. Lee Could Not Win. 

The situation was grim. Lee had approximately 35,000 men fit for duty. Grant had over 

150,000. When all the forces available to each side were totaled, the odds got no better. 

The union could muster over 280,000 men while Lee, at most, could gather 65,000. 

The options before Lee were only three: seek terms with the enemy, attack Grant at the 

“weak” point and hoped somehow to break through his line, or retreat. At the end of 

March it was decided to begin the retreat. [Page 126] 

21. Lee Would Not Be Drawn into Media Disputes. 

Lee steadfastly refused to be drawn into disputes, or to respond to slanders against 

himself. He was accused of many things, but one of the most painful to him was the 

slanderous allegation that he had mistreated his slaves. This libel was prominently 

revived in The Baltimore American in 1866, and many of Lee's friends urged him to 

respond and set the record straight. Lee refused. He wrote in explanation to one of his 

friends, 

“The statement is not true but I have not thought proper to publish a contradiction, 

being one willing to be drawn into a newspaper discussion, believing that those who 

know me would not credit it and those who do not would care nothing about it. I 

cannot now depart from the rule I have followed. It is so easy to make accusations 

against the people of the South upon similar testimony that those so disposed, should 

one be refuted, will immediately create another; and thus you would be better lead into 

endless controversy. I think it better to leave their correction to the return of reason 

and good feeling.” [Page 145-146]  

22. The People of the South Loved Lee. 

Once a young girl, who lived near the Lees in Richmond and frequently visited in the 

Lee household, happened upon the general in an unguarded moment when he was 

feeling particularly keenly the sense of loss suffered by the South. The expression on 

Lee’s face provoked the young lady to ask, “Why will you look so heartbroken?” 
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“Why shouldn't I?” Lee replied, “My cause is dead! I am homeless--I have nothing on 

earth.” 

“Yes, you have,” said the girl, “You have got a plenty of love and admiration!” 

The love of the people of the South was undoubtedly a great encouragement to Lee on 

more than one occasion. He had given himself in their defense, and he would now give 

what was left of his life for their benefit. [Page 146-147] 

23. Held the Sabbath as a Day of Rest and Worship. 

Lee frowned on anything that interfered with worship on the Lord's Day. To Lee, the 

Sabbath was to be preserved as a day of rest and worship. It was the day God had set 

apart for Himself, and Lee believed that His honor should be always take priority over 

man's entertainments. [Page 162] 

24. Obedience. 

One of Lee's favorite sayings was, “Obedience is to lawful authority is the foundation of 

manly character.” [Page 162] 

25. Met and Knew All the Students’ Names. 

Lee's practice was to meet all the new students privately in his office upon their arrival. 

After this meeting he ever after remembered their names, which proved both a grand 

comfort as well as, at times, a great grief. It was part of his long-held view of showing 

respect to the individual. Lee always made it a point to identify every student. One 

young man entered the college who had been introduced to the general in Baltimore 

some time previously--along with a host of others. To his amazement, when he entered 

the general's office he was recognized by Lee and greeted by name, as the president 

reviewed the circumstances of their previous meeting in Baltimore. [Page 165] 

26. Caring for the Weak. 

He once advised another professor who complained of the slower students in his 

classes, “May I give you a piece of advice, sir?... Always observe the stage-drivers rule… 

always take care of the poor horses.” That, Lee was careful ever to do. [Page 165] 

27. Lee Liked Routine. 

Lee fell quickly back into his precise and busy schedule. Breakfast, family worship, 

chapel at the college, visits with the students (from 8:45 to 10:30 AM), and the routine 

responsibilities of the college occupied his time until dinner at 2:00 PM. Afterwards, he 

took a short nap and a ride on Traveller, weather permitting. The general spent his 

evenings quietly at home reading and enjoying his wife and family. [Page 175] 
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28. Humilty. 

My chief concern is to try to be an humble, earnest Christian. R.E. Lee (Page 183) 

29. Lee’s Christian Faith Was Integral to Life. 

Lee took a great interest in the revival among the men of the Army of Northern Virginia 

and was immensely pleased to hear his men looking to Christ for salvation and 

blessing. Lee himself never failed to attend the preaching that went on in the camps 

when his duties did not absolutely preclude him doing so. His Christian faith was 

integral to his life and truly Lee cannot be understood apart from this great overriding 

fact. [Page 184] 

30. God’s Justice and Man’s Sin. 

His view of the war was shaped by his consciousness of God’s justice and man’s sin. Lee 

wrote to Mrs. Lee in February of 1862, “I hope God will at last crown our efforts with 

success. But the contest must be long and severe, and the whole country must go 

through much suffering. It is necessary we should be humbled and taught to be less 

boastful, less selfish and more devoted to right and justice to all the world.” [Page 185] 

31. No Flaws Found in Lee’s Character. 

One biographer has noted, “As a former newspaper editor and writer of countless short 

historical biographies, I searched diligently for a flaw in Lee's character. I found none. I 

cannot say that of any other person I've read about or researched. I kept asking myself, 

‘Why? What was his secret?’… His secret was that he found the source of his strength 

and commitment in Christ.” [Page 185] 

32. Faith Shown in Daily Life. 

This was the judgment of those who knew him best. William Jones wrote, 

“If I have ever come in contact with a sincere, devout Christian, --one who, seeing 

himself to be a sinner, trusted alone in the merits of Christ, --who humbly tried to walk 

the path of duty, ‘looking unto Jesus the author and finisher of our faith,’ and whose 

piety was constantly exemplified in his daily life, that man was the world's greatest 

soldier, and model man, Robert Edward Lee.” [Page 186] 

33. Worship Your Creator and Do His Will. 

“Above all things, learn at once to worship your Creator and to do His will as revealed 

in His Holy Book.” --R. E. Lee in a letter to a child that had been named after him [Page 

187] 
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34. Read God’s Word Daily. 

Though Lee was a diligent student, most of his adult life was providentially so ordered 

to leave little time for leisurely reading. He was never too busy, however, to read the 

Scriptures. Even the midst of the most active campaigns, Lee found time to read some 

portion of God's Word. In peacetime, every day began and ended with the Word. Lee 

said that the Bible is “a book which supplies the place of all others in cannot be 

replaced by any other.” [Page 190] 

35. The Bible Was the Word of God. 

He believed the Bible to be written, inspired, and infallible Word of God. He once 

remarked, “There are many things in the old Book which I may never be able to 

explain, but if they accept it as the infallible Word of God, and receive its teaching as 

inspired by the Holy Ghost.” [Page 191] 

36. Reading the Bible and His Prayer Book. 

Each evening the Lee household followed the same routine: the general first read to 

Mrs. Lee, and then closed the day with a portion from God's Word and, of course 

prayer. Toward the end of his life, he more and more focused his reading in two books: 

the Bible and the Protestant Episcopal Prayer Book. The most worn page in his copy of 

the prayer book, marked by a small strip of paper, is the one can containing the Psalter 

for the thirtieth day (Psalm 144): “Blessed be the Lord my strength: who teacheth my 

hands to war, and my fingers to fight.” The great warrior knew well then his most 

important weapon in his this life was the sword of the spirit. [Pages 191-192] 

37. Lee Loved His Wife Deeply. 

The love of a man causes his wife to flourish. Without question, it was her husband's 

love that kept Mrs. Lee from bitter despair at the end of her days. Ill health, the loss of 

children, family home, and the state would all have conspired to embitter a woman 

with a less obedient husband. But Mary Lee was known for her contentment, kindness, 

grace, thoughtfulness, hospitality, and joy. She was a testimony to the blessings of 

having a husband who loves his wife and Christ loves the church. [Page 198] 

38. Mary Lee Was Valued More than Gold or Silver. 

Men who are blessed with godly wives know their value to be above gold and silver. 

Robert E. Lee was no exception. [Page 199] 

39. Privileges Not Blinding Responsibilities. 

Mary trained to understand that all things come from God--never allowed her 

privileges to blind her to her responsibilities. 
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There wasn't her, as in her husband, a humility borne of grace. She was never known to 

despise those whom the world would view as “beneath her rank”, and she cared about 

their best interests. [Page 200] 

40. Taught Her Servants to Read. 

Mrs. Lee, like many other Christians in the South, was quite committed to teaching her 

servants read in order that they might study God's Word on their own. In letters to her 

mother, she regularly reported on the progress of the servants, Margaret and Meniday 

got their lessons every week and Dick has gotten through the first reader. [Page 200] 

41. Mrs. Lee Bowed to God’s Sovereignty. 

Mrs. Lee's disappointments were many, not the least of which was the defeat of her 

beloved South. Here again, she willingly bowed before the wisdom of the Sovereign, 

“Tho’ it has not pleased Almighty God to crown our exertions with success in the way 

and manner we expected, yet we must still trust it and pray that not our will but His 

may be done in heaven and in earth.” 

The loss of her faithful husband was the heaviest of all that she endured. Even in this 

loss, we see that, for Mrs Lee, the grace of God was sufficient: God knows the best time 

for us to leave this world and we must never question whether His love or wisdom. 

[Page 204] 

42. A Father Is an Example to His Children. 

A favorite maxim of the Puritans was, “The father is the mirror by which the child 

dresses himself.” In spite of all that is often said to the contrary, we know this to be so. 

The greatest influence we will ever have is that which we have on the children that God 

has given us. [Page 208] 

43. Custis Lee. 

Lee took fatherhood seriously and, as a consequence, won the hearts of all his children. 

His influence upon the lives of his sons was evident to the remarkable degree. Custis 

Lee graduated first in his class at West Point, becoming an accomplished officer in the 

Corps of Engineers, and during the War Between the States was an aide to President 

Davis, a brigadier, and then a major-general in the army. After the war, Custis became 

a professor of engineering at the Virginia Military Institute, and later succeeded his 

father as president of Washington and Lee University. [Page 213] 

44. Cared for the Lost. 

Once during the college commencement exercises, a child lost his parents in the 

crowded auditorium. General Lee who was sitting on the platform, got the child's 

attention and motioned for him to come up to the platform and join him. This the child 
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did and, sitting down on the floor at Lee’s feet, he leaned over, put his head against the 

General’s knee, and went fast asleep. This ceremony called for Lee to stand as he 

congratulated the winners of prizes and handed diplomas to the graduates. But rather 

than risk disturbing his sleeping young friend, he performed this part of the ceremony 

seated. [Page 215] 

45. Lee Took Calculated Chances. 

Seldom has a man in less favorable circumstances made more audacious moves. To this 

day his actions hold students of military strategies spellbound. Yet it is important to 

note that audacity is not folly. Lee took chances, but not foolish chances; bold chances, 

but not brash chances. His moves were taken with the knowledge of his men, the 

knowledge of his situation, the knowledge of the prospects for the immediate future, 

and the knowledge of his foe. They were chances which almost invariably succeeded. 

[Page 220] 

46. Not a Dare-devil, But a Man of Faith. 

His willingness to take calculated risks can be attributed--more than anything else--to 

his serene confidence in God. God promises in his word to protect, provide, and to 

work all things together for the good of His people. This to Lee meant that after 

carefully considering the situation, seeking sound counsel, and committing the whole 

to God, he could have confidence to take the initiative and act decisively. 

The idea of taking initiative, of courageously striking out to do what must be done 

through all the world think it folly, is one of the rarest of qualities among men today. 

Yet this is surely one of the marks of the man of faith. He is not the dare-devil, but 

neither is he paralyzed by the possibility of failure. [Page 220-221] 

47. Trusted in God’s Armies. 

Calculated audacity founded upon trust in God is the formula for holy warfare as well. 

We must not be paralyzed by the numbers or the wealth or the power of the foe. We 

must trust in God of armies, believing that He who is for us is greater than those who 

are against us. [Page 221] 

48. Courage – Doing Duty in the Face of Fear. 

Courage is not the absence of fear. Courage is the ability to do your duty in the face of 

fear. Indeed, we can say that courage is inescapably tided to fear. One of J. E. B. 

Stuart’s favorite sayings was, “Fear God and you shall have nothing else to fear!” Lee 

would have hardly agreed. Courage is rooted in right fear, the fear of God. [page 225] 
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49. Devotion to Duty in Lee’s Veins. 

It was once said of the great Christian writer and teacher, John Bunyan, that if you 

pricked him anywhere, he would bleed bibleline. Similarly, it could be said that if one 

were to prick Lee anywhere, one would find devotion to duty flowing forth. Indeed, his 

entire life could be summarized, as Charles Flood has said, “as one long response to the 

call of duty.” If this were not so so astonishingly and unavoidably true it could be 

omitted here. Without question, however, “duty” was the poll star of his life. [Page 226] 

50. Fulfilled Responsibilities to the Full. 

There was a quality of Lee from his youth. It was said of him as a young student that his 

“specialty was finishing up.” He completed when he began and fulfilled his 

responsibilities to the full. It later became a maxim within, “You cannot be a true man 

until you learn to obey.” [Page 227] 

51. Doing What Duty Demanded. 

After the war, in speaking to his former lieutenant, General Wade Hampton, he 

described his decision in these terms, “I did only what my duty demanded; I could have 

taken no other course without dishonor. And if all were to be done over again, I would 

act in precisely the same manner.” [Page 229] 

52. Absolute Sovereignty of God. 

There are some truths that are like anchors to the soul. They hold us up in times of 

deep grief and tense crisis. One such truth is that of the absolute sovereignty of God-- 

that He has “ordained all things whatsoever comes to pass.” (Ephesians 1: 11) This truth 

means that all that occurs is the fruit of the infinite wisdom, grace, and goodness of 

God. Nothing is meaningless. A great comfort that is derived from this glorious reality 

is impossible to describe: it can only be observed. The life of Lee gave him much 

occasion to lean on these truths. [Page 230] 

53. Failure Proves to be a Blessing. 

Lee's faith was as strong when things were going poorly as when they were going well. 

After this surrender, Lee wrote to George. W. Jones, an old friend, “We failed, we 

failed, but in the good providence of God apparent failure often proves a blessing.” 

[Page 232] 

54. Not Embittered or Reproachful. 

It was his submission to God's will that prevented him from the eroding bitterness and 

self-reproach which ate away at the lives of many. He knew he had done his best to do 

his duty and the results had been the will of his Father in heaven. He could not 

therefore justly complain. [Page 233] 
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55. Resistance Would Be the Death of the South. 

It would have taken little encouragement from him to inflame the resentment of the 

South to active resistance again. Lee knew such a reaction would be the death of the 

South. If there was any hope for his country (and for the North as well) it lay in humble 

submission to the tyrannical actions of the radicals while crying out to God to deliver 

them from the oppressor. [Page 240] 

56. All Things Work Together for Good. 

God would do what was best and all must rest satisfied in that assurance. All things 

work together for good. The only legitimate response to affliction and disappointment 

is humble submission. Bitterness, no matter how understandable, is never justified. 

[Page 241] 

57. Lee Showed Modesty and Humility. 

Lee was surely one of the greatest men this country has ever produced and few had 

more apparent reason for pride than he: born of a distinguished family; allied by 

marriage to perhaps the most famous family in this country; recipient of honors for 

distinguished military service; a household word on two continents. It would certainly 

have been understandable if Lee had fallen into a certain haughtiness of manner, or at 

least demonstrate accept self-consciousness of his superiority. Yet, few have ever 

displayed more sincere modesty and humility than Lee. [Page 242] 

58. Lee “Served” Guests. 

The degree to which he was indifferent to his own honor is astonishing. After the war, 

Lee often received distinguished visitors from the North into his home in Lexington. 

Assuming that the Lees-- like many prominent families in the North-- had household 

servants, their guests, after retiring to bed, would often leave boots and shoes outside 

their bedroom doors to be cleaned and “blacked”. Many a night it was the general who 

stayed up after all others had retired and--in order not to embarrass his guests-- 

collected the boots and cleaned and polished them himself. [Page 244] 

59. Wrote Myriads of Thank You Notes. 

Though he dreaded writing, he carefully responded to every gift and expression of 

kindness that the people of the South showed him. This was his practice even during 

the war. He acknowledged every present sent to him, “from a mattress to a prayer 

book.” [Page 253] 

60. Had a Great Sense of Humor. 

Lee's quiet good humor was a trait that never left him. He was one who rejoiced in all 

good things and never felt somberness was a requirement for holiness. [Page 262] 
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61. Esteemed Others Better than Himself. 

Lee's kindness was not that forced, artificial sort one often sees in people who believe 

their reputation depends on how nice they appeared to be before others. Rather it was 

the natural outflow of the heart of a man who sought constantly to esteem others better 

than himself. One of the remarkable manifestations of this was least kindness towards 

his men. [Page 267] 

62. Love and Cared for His Mean. 

There may never have been a commanding general in the history of the world who had 

a bigger place in the hearts of his men than our R.E. Lee. This, no doubt, was one of the 

chief ingredients in his ability to lead and motivate. Their confidence in his judgment, 

their certainty of his love and care for them provoked in them a corresponding love for 

him that is remarkable in anytime, much less in the time of war. [Page 276] 

63. Would Not Endanger His Men. 

Many of the criticism one hears of his military strategy and errors in judgment are 

explained by his concern for them. He would not unnecessarily endanger them. [Page 

280] 

64. Radical Republicans Brought War. 

The responsibility for the war, in Lee's mind, rested with the radical Republicans and 

not with the states who sought merely to preserve their rights by succession. [Page 296] 

65. Give Up on Slavery to Avert War. 

If the slaves of the South were mine, I would surrender them all without a struggle, to 

avert this war. R. E. Lee [Page 297] 

66. Believed in Gradual Emancipation. 

Lee, like many Southerners of his day, had lived around slavery all his life. He seems 

never to have own more than six slaves, most of them inherited upon the death of his 

wife's father. His will, written in 1846, indicated that at that time he had legal title to a 

Negro woman named Nancy and her children. 

He was virtually a lifelong supporter of gradual emancipation and willingly released his 

slaves prior to the war. His views on the institution, however, were molded by the fact 

that his experience with slaves had been largely benevolent. Most Southerners strove to 

treat their slaves with respect and provide them with a sufficiency of goods for a 

comfortable though--by modern standards--spare existence. Evidence from plantation 

records indicates that the average slave in the South had a higher standard of living 

than the average poor white of the region. Indeed, one study concluded that the living 
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conditions on the average Southern slave were in some ways better than those of the 

average working man living in New York City in 1900. [Pages 297-298] 

67. Time Was Needed for Emancipation. 

In Lee's view, however, emancipation could only be accomplished successfully if it was 

gradual. Time was needed for the sanctifying effects of Christianity to work in the black 

race in to fit its people for freedom. [Page 299] 

68. Anti-slavery Societies in the South. 

…over four-fifths of antislavery societies in this nation prior to 1830 existed in the 

South. [Page 300] 

69. Radical Abolitionists Were Made Wealthy from the Slave Trade. 

Though Lee and the South in general were anti-slavery, they were not fooled by the 

rhetoric flowing from the radical abolitionists of New England. Such rhetoric rang 

more than a little hollow when one remembered that many the abolitionists came from 

family made wealthy by the slave trade. They sought not nearly the end of slavery but 

the destruction of the South and thus, received little sympathy even from those who 

were otherwise favorably disposed to their cause. [Page 301] 

70. Whites and Blacks Served Side-by-side in the Confederate Army. 

It was impossible to get accurate figures, but the estimates of the number of blacks who 

served in their Southern armies vary from 50,000 to 90,000. The South, therefore, had 

a greater percentage of blacks serving in the army than did the North. And it should be 

noted that blacks in the Southern army were not segregated from whites, as they were 

in the Northern army. Further, they received the same rations, provisions, and 

compensation as the white soldiers. This is in direct contrast to the common practice of 

the Union army. [Pages 303-304] 

71. White Veterans Did Not View Black Veterans Less than Them. 

The confederate veterans did not view these black partisans as lesser men or lesser 

soldiers. They were viewed and treated as equals and, considering the circumstances of 

their service, or esteemed as honored compatriots. In 1913, at the fifieth anniversary of 

the Battle of Gettysburg, thousands of veterans converged on the little Pennsylvania 

town. The committee for housing had made arrangements for the black Union soldiers, 

but were completely unprepared when hundreds of blacks Confederate veterans began 

showing up. As they made no provisions for their housing, the black Southerners were 

given straw pallets in the main tent of the compound. 

When the white Southerners heard about this arrangement, a delegation was sent to 

the main tent to gather up all the black soldiers and bring them down to the Southern 
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encampment, where they were put up in tents of the white Southerners and given every 

provision. Whatever may have been the sense of superiority that had existed prior to 

the war, it was no longer in existence afterwards --at least among the soldiers. The war 

had made them brothers in a common cause, and they could not be parted. [Page 304] 

72. Trust in the Almighty’s Care and Keeping. 

Lee was nearly imperturbable not because he was incapable of emotion or of terror, but 

because his trust in the Almighty's care and keeping was deep and unshakable. In other 

words, Lee was a true man possessed with true manliness. That quality, so often not 

specifically identifiable by others, inspires a confidence with the irresistible. [Page 315] 

73. Barbarism Running Unrestrainted. 

When Pope’s and Sumner’s activities were seconded by Sherman, Sheridan, Hunter, 

and others, it seemed to the people of the South that one of the pillars of civilization 

had been taken away. Barbarism now reigned unrestrained. Richard Weaver has 

observed that it was not so much the loss of property that embittered the South, but the 

moral affront to the tradition of Christendom that made the insult outlive the injury. 

This spirit is expressed in the character Cindy Lou Bethany in Clare Boothe’s Kiss the 

Boys Goodbye. When in Northern guest reminds her that the South lost the war, Cindy 

Lou responds, “Yes, but you cheated.” To the South, the North won, but won unfairly, 

and most of all, dishonorably. [Page 318] 

74. God’s Honor More Important. 

It was a simple matter of obedience to Lee, who stated, “I cannot hope that Heaven will 

prosper our cause when we are violating its laws. I shall, therefore, carry on the war in 

Pennsylvania without offending the sanctions of a high civilization and of Christianity.” 

God’s honor was more important than effective military strategy or tactics if those 

tactics involved sin. Lee was expressing the old view of “limited warfare” that had been 

dominant in the Christian West—a view that was rapidly becoming obsolete. [Page 319] 

75. Total War – A Symptom of Deep Disease. 

The advent of total war revealed a creeping cancer in the bones of our culture. As 

Richard Weaver has noted, “The deeper the foundations of a civilization, the more war 

seems to be formalized or even ritualized, and the failure to hold it within bounds is a 

sign of some antecedent weakening on the part of that civilization.” Total war is a 

symptom of a deep disease in the heart of a culture. So it has proven to be our nation. 

[Page 321] 
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76. Exerted Great Influence over the Minds of Southerners. 

There are few men in the history of the world who have dominated the nation and left 

an imprint upon its people in the way that Robert Edward Lee influenced the nation of 

the Confederate States of America. It is nearly impossible to understand the shadow 

Lee cast over this country in the last century and the power he exerted by his example. 

It is certain that no man has ever exerted such influence over the minds of the Southern 

people. [Page 328] 

77. Great Impact on Southern Culture. 

In the history of our nation only one other man has even come close to legal equaling 

Lee's impact on Southern culture, and that man is George Washington. There's little 

question that when it comes to understanding the South, you must know Robert E. Lee. 

[Page 329] 

78. Greatest American in the 19th Century. 

Field Marshall Viscount Wolseley, commander in chief of the British Army, remarked 

after interviewing Lee: 

“I've met many great men in my time, but Lee alone impressed me with the feeling that 

I was in the presence of a man who was cast in a grander mold and made of different 

and finer metal than all other men…When Americans can review the history of the War 

Between the States with calm impartiality,… I believe he will be regarded not only as 

the most prominent figure of the Confederacy, but as the greatest American of the 19th 

century.” [Page 329] 

79. What God Did in Lee. 

Lee had his sins in failures. But it is not the sins of the man you remember. Or we see 

here is the amazing evidence of what God can do by His grace with sinners. [Page 330] 

80. All Things Work Together for Good. 

Lee understood that during certain seasons in the history of the world, the tide of God's 

purposes appears to be receding rather than advancing. Our lives are often too short to 

see the ends we desire. Thus, it may be our lot to see only “the ebb of the advancing 

wave”, but we must remind ourselves that what we see is actually an advancing wave. 

“All things work together for good”, not just for the individual, but for the entirety of 

the Church of Jesus Christ. We've been assured by the One unto whom all authority in 

heaven and earth has been granted that “the gates of Hell shall not prevail against the 

Church. (Matthew 16: 18) Thus it is that history, because it is the record of His victory, 

teaches us hope. [Page 332] 
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The Lessons of Leadership from Robert E. Lee [pages 333-335] 

• A leader is indebted to the legacy of his parents. "My son, hear the instruction of 

your father, and do not forsake the law of your mother.” (Proverbs 1:8) 

• The most important ingredient in manliness is Christianity. "Fear God and keep 

His commandments, for this is the whole duty of man.” (Ecclesiastes 12:15) 

• A man who is not conscientious in the worship of God will be conscientious in 

little else. “The fear of the Lord is the beginning of wisdom.” (Proverbs 1:7) 

• A love for the Scriptures equips a man for leadership. "Man does not live by bread 

alone” (Deuteronomy 8:5). 

• The choice of a wife is essential to the success or failure of a man's life. No man 

can be what God commands him to be apart from a faithful helper. "It is not good 

for man to be alone” (Genesis 2:18) 

• Faithfulness to the marriage covenant is essential to a lifetime of usefulness. 

"Fornicators and adulterers God will judge.” (Hebrews 13:4) 

• Our greatest influence will be exercised in the home. A man is not qualified to 

lead others if he fails to lead his own house. "Fathers, provoke not your children 

to anger but bring them up in the nurture and admonition of the Lord.” 

(Ephesians 6:4) 

• Leaders care about the future and thus understand the importance of being a 

faithful example to the children. "Let no one despise your youth, but be an 

example to the believers in word, in conduct in love, in spirit in faith, in purity.” 

(1 Timothy 4:12) 

• Leadership means taking initiative to do what must be done though all the world 

think it folly. "Commit your way unto the Lord and He shall bring it to pass.” 

(Psalm 37:5) 

• Courage is not the absence of fear, but the willingness to do one's duty in the face 

of fear. "What time I am afraid, I will trust in Thee.” (Psalm 56:5) 

• No one can be a true man until he learns to obey and faithfully complete the task 

assigned to him, "He who is faithful in little is faithful in much.”(Luke 16:10) 

• In the good providence of God, apparent failure often proves a blessing. "God 

causes all things to work together for good.”(Romans 8:28) 

• Bitterness against other men must be counteracted by remembering what we 

deserve from the hand of God. "Be angry, yet do not sin.” (Ephesians 4:26) 

• Humility is indispensable to usefulness because it teaches a man that he is not 

indispensable. "Humble yourself under the mighty hand of God that He might 

exalt you in due time.” (1 Peter 5:6) 
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• No man is fit to govern others if he cannot govern himself. “As a city broken down 

and without walls, so is a man who has no rule over his own spirit.” (Proverbs 

25:28) 

• A man unwilling to deny himself is a slave to the world and not a leader of it. "If 

any man will come after Me let him deny himself, take up his cross daily, and 

follow Me.” (Matthew 16:24) 

• The one who seeks his own has made an idol of self and is thus incapable of 

loving and serving others. "He who seeks to save his life shall lose it.”(Matthew 

10:59) 

• A man who cannot laugh sees little of God's purposes and understand nothing of 

Christ's victory. "He who sits in the heavens laughs.” (Psalm 2:4) 

• Sincere kindness endears us to our friends and softens the hearts even of our 

enemies. "Be kind one to another, tenderhearted, forgiving one another even as 

God, for Christ’s sake has forgiven you.” (Ephesians 4:52) 

• Those who oppose our purposes are not always our enemies. "Love your enemies, 

do good to them that despitefully use you.” (Matthew 5:44) 

• Genuine love for others provokes undying loyalty. “Love one another.”(1 John 

5:11) 

• Organization, just administration, activity, and initiative are essential in the 

maintenance of morale. "Laying aside every weight and the sin which does so 

easily entangle us let us run with patience the race that is set before us.” 

(Hebrews 12:1-2) 

• Knowing the limits of your abilities and the extent of your gifts is vital to avoiding 

useless and ineffectual pursuits. “Love is not puffed up.” (1 Corinthians 13:4) 

• Understanding the history of our nation guards one from endorsing the political 

fads of contemporary fanatics. “Do not remove the ancient landmarks.” (Proverbs 

22:28) 

• Love for a region or people does not mean justifying their sins.”You that love the 

Lord, hate evil.” (Psalm 97:10) 

• Love for the brethren is not to be confined within racial boundaries. 'There is 

neither Jew nor Greek,… there is neither male nor female; for you are all one in 

Christ Jesus.”(Galatians 3:27-28) 

• The root of courage, the foundation of serenity, and the basis for perseverance is 

trust in God. "Trust in the Lord with all your heart and do not lean on your own 

understanding.” (Proverbs 5:5-6) 

• Discernment, refusal to underestimate the foe, justice, and self-control are non-

negotiable ingredients to effective leadership. "The men of Issachar understood 

the times and knew what Israel was to do.” (1 Chronicles 12:32) 
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• Virtue should be equal to calamity. "By mercy and truth iniquity is 

covered.”(Proverbs 16:6) 

 

 

 

 

 

 


